SUBMISSION 25
RECEIVED 25/08/2017
Inquiry into the Management, Governance and use of Environmental
Water

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on various aspects relating to the management of
environmental water. This submission addresses issues relative to the first three terms of reference.
It makes no comment on T.O.R. 4 about fees and charges
Blackwater:
There are many claims made that the use of environmental water to increase flooding frequency will
mean more blackwater events. The exact opposite is the rea lity.
Black water events caused by the breakdown of forest litter (leaves branches etc.) and vegetation,
are reduced by more frequent flood ing as the build-up of forest litter is not so great. I have
observed that exotic plants gain a greater dominance over native plants during longer periods
without flood ing, thus leaving a large seed bank residue.
Norma lly forests experience a higher rainfall period before flooding occurs which promotes an
abundance of exotic understory such as thistles, capeweed, Paterson curse etc. When flooding
occurs these weeds die and decay. It appears this decay contributes to blackwater. On the other
hand, a large number of native understorey plants survive the flooding and do not s ignificantly
contribute to blackwater.
More frequent flood ing not only reduces the accumu lation of forest litter but promotes a denser
more diverse popu lation of native understorey plants which are part of the biodiversity which the
use of environmenta l water is designed to enhance.
Another misconception is that all blackwater events are bad. Blackwater events are a naturally
occurring process and beneficia l to the rivers and floodp lains. In some cases blackwater events
become hypoxic and cause distress and death to fish and crustaceans etc.
More frequent flood ing using environmental water to replace some of the minor to moderate
flooding (which has been the most reduced by river regu lation) will help decrease the occurrence of
hypoxic blackwater events.
Management Tools:
Environmental water managers are learning to skilfully use methods to stretch their allocations for
the benefit of the natural environment. Piggybacking flows on, or extending periods of irrigation
flow in rivers and streams to mimic natural flows, or to target a specific suite of species for recovery,
is a practice that will develop further in the future.
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It will take many years to explore and fine tune the many tools and options available to
environmental water managers.
An example of success to date is the Goulburn Broken C.M.A river bank vegetation establishment
program along the lower Goulburn River using targeted flows. Another is the North Central C.M.A
Platypus and fish recovery program in the Campaspe River using water flows incorporated with
irrigation deliveries.
Any placing of rigid parameters under which environmental water managers must operate at this
early stage would be akin to having irrigators being locked into the technology of the 1960’s, unable
to experiment with and explore and utilize the developments that have been available to them over
the last five decades.
The science about wetland habitats and species is largely known. Environmental water managers
need the freedom to explore and develop the methods to put this science into practical on‐ground
results.
Carryover:
Claims have been made by irrigators that carryover environmental water affects the availability of
water for irrigation.
If a large portion of environmental water holdings had not been recovered from the irrigation sector
it would likely be carried over by other irrigators i.e. those that have left the industry. There is
probably little net effect on remaining irrigators by the carryover of water for environmental use.
As environmental water allocations and managers have to operate under the same rules as irrigators
they should have the ability to carryover water as needed. Any suggestion contrary to this would see
the ludicrous situation where environmental water had to be used in a given season regardless of
seasonal conditions such as high rainfall and natural flooding. This would not allow environmental
water managers to obtain the best biodiversity values the community expects from the water they
own.
Barriers:
The use of environmental water is somewhat in its infancy and apart from known barriers to
efficient use there are likely to be others occur in the future.
One significant problem facing the future delivery of water to wetlands, both on public and private
land is the decommissioning of Goulburn Murray Water channels in the northern Victorian irrigation
areas. It is likely there has already been a loss of channels that could have been used to supply
water to wetlands. These channels are no longer needed for irrigation supply but some are/were
needed to deliver water to wetlands. Wetlands that are situated on the floodplain have been denied
their natural flooding by levee banking, roads, agricultural development etc. They will be lost forever
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if the channel supply is removed, or will we have the ridiculous and expensive situation of rebuilding
these channels once the value of the floodplains wetlands are fully realised.
Photographs 1, 2 & 3 below depict a wetland area in and adjacent to the Benjeroop State Forest.

1. Billabong Benjeroop State Forest Winter 2017.
The above photograph shows a billabong/creek in the Benjeroop State Forest. At this time the
billabong held a small amount of shallow rainfall collected water which was discharging to a
Goulburn‐Murray Water drain constructed through the end of the billabong. This billabong is usually
dry, only retaining a small amount of water for a short period after wet years such as 2016. If
restored using environmental water this billabong would provide ideal habitat for the threatened
Growling Grass Frog, once abundant in this area.
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2. Billabong adjacent to Benjeroop State Forest Winter 2016.
The above shows a continuation of the billabong shown in photograph No 1. This section is on
private land and only had water in it because of the extremely high rainfall of 2016.

3. Black Box Wetland on same property as Photograph 2.
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Photograph 3 shows another part of this former wetland area on the same property as depicted in
photograph No 2. This area is separated from the billabong shown in photographs 1 & 2 by a levee
bank.
The G.M.W. channel adjacent to these wetlands is designated for decommissioning. This would
leave both the Crown Land wetland with its potential for immediate restoration and the future
potential for wetland restoration on the adjoining low use farmland, stranded from any possible
supply of environmental water. This channel is also situated adjacent to another series of dry
billabongs on private land. Any potential for future wetland restoration will be lost with
decommissioning. All these areas would produce very high biodiversity values with relatively low
volumes of water.
There is great potential for wetland restoration on private land. Changing landowner attitudes will
likely mean more opportunities and support for co‐operative and stewardship arrangements in the
future.
This decommissioning of supply channels is an urgent matter and significant resources should be
allocated to find solutions that will protect and enhance the wetland biodiversity on the floodplains.
This problem should be immediately addressed by an overall assessment of which channels in the
irrigation areas are designated for decommissioning and which of these could supply water to
wetlands.
As someone who has been involved (local knowledge etc.,) with the North Central C.M.A. I am
concerned that although there is willingness and expertise and some progress to date in the C.M.A.
to address these issues, there is insufficient funding and staffing available.
Although not as urgent, planning (which the North Central C.M.A. have started) for wetland
restoration using the retained “backbone” channels should proceed as swiftly as possible before
further degradation of these wetlands occurs. Further degradation of some wetland areas could
very well cause the loss of some species that may be still “hanging on”. The threatened Growling
Grass Frog may be one of them.
Based on results to date significant biodiversity benefits can be obtained with relatively small
volumes of water in well‐managed co‐operative wetland restoration and management programs on
private land, reference the wetland restoration and management implementation that has occurred
on “Wirra‐lo” wetland complex on the lower Loddon floodplain. This has been a co‐operative project
between ourselves (the landowners) Ken & Jill Hooper, North Central C.M.A., Victorian
Environmental Water Holder, Goulburn Murray Water and Trust for Nature.
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The photographs below depict some aspects of environmental water use on “Wirra‐lo”

(
1st environmental water entering the stressed red gum area on “Wirra‐lo” on 20.05.16.

The same area 6 months later 21.11.2016
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The photograph below depicts the North Central C.M.A. Water Management Officer (currently
Manager of Environmental Water), Louissa Rogers and the landowner (Ken Hooper) setting up a
motion activated camera in the first environmental water flooding on “Wirra‐lo”, May 28 2015

The photograph below, taken on 15.12.15 is of Nardoo growing along a wetland fringe 6‐7 months
after the first environmental flooding.
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The photograph below shows a healthy wetland habitat and residents on “Wirra‐lo’s” section of
Duck Creek in 2016. This was the second environmental flooding of this area.

Some of the known issues regarding wetland restoration in the irrigation areas are:









The ownership of decommissioned channels needed to supply water to wetlands. Obviously
irrigators cannot be expected to bear this cost.
The commitment and involvement of private landowners. Some landowners may be
interested in wetland restoration on their property but not be able to contribute financially.
They would also need support in understanding wetland processes to foster their
involvement, pride and ownership of restored wetlands.
Water control and delivery structures will be needed both for private and public wetlands.
For example, lack of supply arrangements are a problem with restoration of Red Gum
Swamp near Koondrook. Adequate funding arrangements for this purpose should be
established.
As Irrigators have priority use of the channel system, this requires close co‐operation and
understanding between the Catchment Management Authorities, Goulburn Murray Water
and the Victorian Environmental Water Holder. This co‐operation appears to be working
well, certainly in the case of “Wirra‐lo” wetlands. This working co‐operation should be
fostered so the problems of environmental water managers delivering water through
irrigation channels is minimised.
Some publically owned wetlands that should be restored have sections (usually small) of
private land within them. This can cause problems because mostly the landowners object to
flooding of their land. Purchase of this land is the best option but if this is not possible, then
banking off the private land should occur. It is unacceptable that the community should
suffer the loss of the benefits environmental water can obtain on public wetlands because of
the short‐sightedness of early political attitudes and surveyors.
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Conclusion:
The Victorian community has recognised the alarming decline in wetlands across the State, and the
need for their restoration. This loss has been extreme in the irrigation areas where natural flooding
has been excluded from huge areas of the floodplain.
To a limited extent, irrigation with the use of natural waterways as carriers, and storages and
constructed channels replaced this loss of natural flooding. On‐farm swamps caused by tail‐water
and rainfall runoff also provided significant biodiversity benefits. These artificial wetlands formerly
created a “water in the floodplain” aspect that was utilized and enjoyed by the community for many
purposes e.g. aesthetics which balanced the farming landscape, bird observers, photographers,
fishermen and hunters. In recent decades (1960 onward) with the advent of improved farm layout,
more efficient use of irrigation water, recycling of tail water and restructure of the irrigation supply
and drainage systems, a very high percentage of these wetland benefits has been lost.
While the focus of environmental water managers must be on enhancing biodiversity, the concept of
“shared values and benefits” is highly desirable. Community utilization of wetlands should be
considered alongside the biodiversity management aspects wherever possible, giving the community
greater ownership and pride in environmental water use and extending the value of environmental
water.
What a tragedy it will be if expanded measures are not implemented now to restore wetlands rather
than leave a biodiversity barren floodplain for future generations.
Should further knowledge of any matters raised in this submission be required, we are willing to
respond accordingly.
Ken & Jill Hooper
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